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Manager Overview
Global Macro Funds:

M1:  Seeks to achieve long term capital appreciation with an absolute return focus. 
Primarily invests in emerging markets fixed income, equities, global macro, 
G10 rates and quatitatitive strategies.

M2:  A discretionary fund that focuses on directional market movements that 
commonly have a strong fundamental reasoning based on in house economic 
and political analysis. The fund invests globally in fixed income, foreign 
exchange, equities and commodities.

M3:  Focus on emerging markets. Manager looks for opportunities based around 
macroeconomic themes and ideas, and express these ideas by investing in 
a broad range of asset classes, including equities, fixed income, credit and 
foreign exchange.

Equity Long / Short Funds:

E1:   Global fund with an investment focus primarily on the rapidly evolving trends 
in the information technology, media and telecommunications sectors in 
North America. With the focus on the TMT sector and the rapid pace of 
change within the space, this offers the manager plenty of opportunities on 
both the long and short side to deliver risk adjusted returns.

E2:  A top down / bottom up investment approach. Manager seeks to achieve 
returns by investing in a portfolio of equities, bonds and currencies. The fund 
tends to be weighted toward European equities, but has been increasing 
exposure to the US and EM markets in the past couple of years.

E3:  A HK based, greater China fund that looks to identify and exploit the 
investment opportunities that arise from market inefficiencies through 
vigorous value style fundamental research and bottom up stock picking. 
Invests in China-related companies listed in Hong Kong, Shanghai and 
Shenzhen A and B Shares and also companies listed in Taiwan.

E4:  Invests in large cap stocks in G7 and Asian markets. They adopt an industry-
driven investment approach where they consider macro and industry specific 
factors to form views.

E5:  Invests based on fundamental bottom up research focusing mainly on 
large cap European and US stocks, but will have exposure to Asia and Latin 
America depending on the in-house macro views. 

Fixed Income:

FI1:  US Government bond arbitrage fund that primarily trades US treasuries and 
related interest rate futures and options. The fund looks to capture temporary 
price anomalies created by the activities of other market participants such as 
US Treasury, central banks, CTA’s and macro funds.

FI2:  Similar approach to that of the fund above. Investment decisions are made 
based on a combination of micro assessments with a macro overlay.

Systematic Trading:

S1:  Multi strategy fund that invests in a number of the Manager’s funds with 
strategies ranging from market neutral and equity to systematic and  
fixed income.

S2:  Systematic fund that adopts a macro strategy to invest in equities, futures, 
options, corporate and government fixed income securities and mutual funds.


